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PRODUC T BRIEF

Access the world’s smartest continuous 
testing platform anywhere, anytime.

DevOps teams are under constant pressure to release faster, 
improve quality, reduce risks, and keep costs under control.

With one cloud-based testing lab, organizations can solve  
these challenges head on. Test confidently and continuously 
at DevOps speed with Perfecto’s continuous testing platform. 
From creation to execution and analysis, Perfecto has a proven, 
unified solution for your mobile and web testing needs.

CREATE

Whether you need help with 
test authoring, maintenance, 
management, validations, 
or debugging, Perfecto has 
a solution for you. Automate 
advanced and hard-to-
test business scenarios, 
like locations, Touch ID, 
responsive and progressive 
web apps, and more.

EXECUTE

Orchestrate large suites  
and execute across  
platforms for high velocity 
and parallel test execution. 
Run as fast as you can  
with Perfecto — scalable  
and elastic cloud-based 
solutions provide you with 
unparalleled execution to hit 
tight DevOps release cycles.

LAB

Our cloud-based lab 
is enterprise-grade, 
scalable, and secure. 
We’re proud to offer 
unrivaled stability. 
With thousands of real 
devices and browsers, 
we’re always on, always 
current, and we’re simply 
the best in the business.

ANALYZE

Get an instant overview 
in a powerful AI-driven 
management dashboard  
with Perfecto’s visual 
analytics. From high-
level heatmaps, through 
CI dashboard, to detailed 
summaries, you’ll know 
exactly which tests passed  
or failed for fast fixes.

Key Benefits

TEST CREATION

• Integrate with test  
creation frameworks

• Code-based and  
codeless solutions to  
match all skillset levels

• Maximize test  
scenario coverage

TEST EXECUTION

• Automate 90% of  
your test cases

• Integrate with your favorite  
automation frameworks  
and CI servers

• Enterprise-grade  
elasticity and scaling

CLOUD-BASED LAB

• Always on, always  
updated, 24/7 access

• Thousands of real  
devices and browsers  
— globally spread

• Enterprise-grade security

SMART ANALYSIS

• Fast feedback and  
defect drill down

• Less noise and fewer 
false negatives

• Visual analysis and  
detailed dashboards

Mobile and Web App  
Testing – Perfected.
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Automated Testing On  
Real Devices & Browsers.

We’ve perfected the testing process for web and mobile apps. 
With Perfecto, you’ll get a look-and-feel comparison across 
digital platforms.

Perfecto is open and integrated, so you can continue to use 
the tools you use and love. As part of your modern DevOps 
toolchain, Perfecto integrates with all major IDEs, languages, 
continuous integration tools, and testing frameworks. And you 
can always rest assured that we’ll have the devices, browsers, 
and user conditions you’ll need to test.

MOBILE APP TESTING

Master mobile app testing 
on over 3000 real devices 
— not emulators — in our 
cloud-based lab. Add real 
user conditions and use your 
favorite automation testing 
frameworks, like Appium or 
Quantum. And get fewer false 
negatives with AI-backed noise 
reduction algorithms. We’re 
always updated, always on, 
and always available for your 
mobile app testing needs.

CROSS-BROWSER TESTING

Get web app testing that’s 
over 50 percent faster than 
anyone else, thanks to cross-
browser testing in the cloud. 
Perfecto pairs perfectly with 
your most-loved automation 
frameworks, like Selenium. 
Execute tests quickly to 
accelerate your DevOps 
processes. No matter the 
browser, operating system, or 
device, we’ve got you covered 
for cross-browser testing.

About Perfecto.

Perfecto, a Perforce Software company and market leader  
in cloud-based automated mobile and web application testing 
solutions, empowers enterprises with the tools needed to 
deliver better digital experiences. Perfecto’s users can automate 
continuous testing throughout the DevOps cycle, using a test lab 
comprised of real browsers and devices. For more information 
about Perfecto, visit www.perfecto.io.
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